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Magellan aerospace in space – a canaDian success story
Magellan aerospace is a canadian 

company headquartered in Mississauga, 
ontario, canada, and has operating 
divisions located in canada, the 
united states, the united kingdom, 
india, and poland . Magellan employs 
approximately 3,200 people throughout 
all of its divisions . 

the company manufactures complex 
aeroengine components and advanced 
aerostructures fabrications, as well as 
proprietary products; including small 
satellite buses, propulsion products, 
and the Wire strike protection system™ 
(Wsps™) for civil and military helicopters . 

Magellan’s space business operates 
primarily from its largest division in 
Winnipeg, Mb, which also includes 
satellite offices in rockwood, Manitoba 
and in the canadian space agency 
David florida laboratory in ottawa, 
ontario . the Winnipeg division employs 
approximately 700 people at the three 
facilities .

origins
Magellan’s space heritage dates back 

to the early 1960’s and the development 
of the black brant family of sub-orbital 
rocket vehicles . for the past 40 years, 
Magellan has worked closely with the 
canadian scientific community to deliver 
more than 130 space missions . these 
missions encompassed sounding rocket 
flights, space shuttle and international 
space station (iss) experiments and 
small satellites . Magellan’s space 
activities are concentrated in three areas: 
sub-orbital rockets, space payloads and 
small satellites .

blacK brant sounDing rocKet faMily
Magellan has built over 1000 black 

brant rockets and the product remains 
in production today . the black brant 

has been launched from over 20 ranges 
worldwide with an overall reliability of 
98% . Magellan is responsible for the 
design of the overall system including 
manufacture of the bb5 and nihka solid 
propellant rocket motors, interstage 
hardware manufacture, payload 
accommodation, guidance and control 
package integration, recovery system 
hardware and, in some cases, mission 
analysis and launch operations .

payloaDs
Magellan has also been involved with 

the development of the many of the 
science payloads that have been used 
on black brant missions . one rocket 
payload that was built by Magellan 
was for the geoDesic mission that 
was launched successfully in 2000 . this 
csa-nasa collaboration contained 
instruments contributed by canadian 
and us scientists to study plasma in the 
ionosphere . this experience led directly 
to Magellan developing numerous 
science payloads for a number of space 
shuttle and iss missions .

satellites
the core space business at Magellan 

today is the development of small 
satellite buses . Magellan, a long time 
advocate of a canadian small satellite 
program, has led or participated 
in numerous small satellite 
bus and mission studies 
for the canadian space 
agency (csa) and the 
Department of national 
Defence (DnD) dating 
back to the early 
1 9 9 0 ’ s  .  
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Magellan is now established as canada’s 
sole supplier of small satellite buses .

scisat-1
scisat-1 was the first canadian small 

satellite mission since the 1970s . 
Magellan was the spacecraft prime 
contractor for the scisat-1mission . 
Magellan developed the spacecraft bus 
and was responsible for instrument 
integration and spacecraft level 
assembly, integration and test (ait) . 
Magellan procured the ground control 
and Data handling systems now used in 
the Mission operations centre at csa and 
also developed the real time spacecraft 
operations and training simulator . 
Magellan worked closely with orbital 
science corporation to integrate the 
spacecraft onto the pegasus xl launcher 
and with csa satellite operations to 
perform the launch and early operations, 
and on-orbit commissioning for 
the spacecraft . the 150 kg scisat-1 
spacecraft was successfully launched to 
the desired 650 km orbit on a pegasus-
xl vehicle on august 12, 2003 . the bus 
was designed to meet a two year mission 
life requirement . as of January 2013, 
the scisat-1 spacecraft continues to 
perform well within specification and 
is delivering high quality science data 
relating to ozone measurement .

cassiope 
the cassiope mission was the first 

to use the Mac-200 bus . Magellan 
developed the bus and performed the 

payload integration under contract to 
MacDonald, Dettwiler and associates 
(MDa) . in parallel, Magellan was 
contracted by the csa to develop 
the spacecraft simulator and ground 
infrastructure that will be used to 
support multiple missions . cassiope 
is scheduled to be launched in 2013 . 
http://www .asc-csa .gc .ca/eng/satellites/
cassiope .asp

raDarsat
Magellan’s most recent satellite project 

is the raDarsat constellation Mission 
(rcM) satellite bus . rcM is a constellation 
of three identical satellites that will 
provide high-resolution radar images of 
the earth . the rcM design re-uses many 
of the existing Mac-200 bus subsystems . 
Magellan has completed the design 
phase of rcM . the three rcM spacecraft 
are scheduled for launch in the 2018 
timeframe .

Magellan aerospace’s Winnipeg division 
was a pioneer in canada’s space industry . 
the black brant was one of canada’s first 
space contributions to the world, and a 
proud part of Magellan’s past that has 
developed into our burgeoning space 
business today . starting with the first 
black brant 50 years ago, Magellan has 
years of experience providing customers 
with solutions for space missions that 
include sounding rockets and payloads, 
space shuttle payloads, international 
space station payloads, and spacecraft 
buses and integration services .

In 2004, Magellan was awarded a CSA 
contract to design the MAC-200 multi-
mission smallsat bus. The MAC-200 was 
designed to provide a standardized 
platform capable of supporting 
requirements from a wide range of 
anticipated Canadian satellite missions. 
Magellan has since participated in 
numerous studies for a wide range of 
science and operational missions. 

What is a satellite bus?
the bus is the “chassis” and support 

infrastructure of a spacecraft . it 
usually provides locations for the 
payload (typically space experiments 
or instruments) and guidance, control 
and mission-specific systems .

http://en .wikipedia .org/wiki/satellite_bus
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The Black BranT rockeT -  
50 years of operational excellence

black brant is the name of a goose 
indigenous to Western canada . this was 
the name that was given 50 years ago to 
a new, canadian-built sounding rocket 
that would become a legacy product for 
Magellan’s Winnipeg division, formerly 
bristol aerospace . 

on June 15, 1962, a black brant 3 (bb3) 
rocket launched from Wallops island, 
virginia soared into the upper 
atmosphere . this was the first flight of a 
bristol aerospace-built rocket and is 
considered the first milestone of what 
was to become a very successful rockets 
and space business at the company . 

the origins of the Magellan space 
business date back to the 1950s when 
the canadian armament research and 
Development establishment (carDe) 
in valcartier, Quebec (now called the 
Defence research and Development 
canada or DrDc) was developing a solid 
propellant called carDeplex . bristol 
aero industries (the company name 
then) manufactured the motor cases to 
test the carDeplex .  the flight of the 
carDe rocket, later designated as bb1, 
took place from churchill, Manitoba in 
1959 and proved the flight performance 
of the motor and the propellant . carDe 
subsequently transformed the bb1 into 

bb2 using the same motor; but with 
better fins giving improved performance . 
the first flight of bb2 rocket took place in 
1960 . Motor cases for both the bb1 and 
bb2 were built by bristol . 

in 1960, the government of canada 
awarded a contract to bristol to develop 
three sounding rockets – bb3, bb4 and 
bb5 - with carDe initially having the 
overall engineering control . in 1961, 
total responsibility for the supply 
of solid propellant powered rockets 
for the canadian space program 
and the supporting technology was 
transferred to bristol . carDe and 
the national research council (nrc) 
provided invaluable assistance for these 
development activities . carDe filled all 
the rocket motors with propellant until 
bristol’s rockwood propellant plant 
came into operation in 1963 . 

the rockwood propellant plant was 
built by a company named bristol 
aerojet; a joint venture between bristol 
aero industries and aerojet general 
corporation of california . this venture 
produced the bb5 motor which utilized 
an aerojet propellant named aeroplex . 
aerojet withdrew from the joint venture 
in 1965 which led to renaming the 
company bristol aerospace . 

the upper atmospheric research 
scientists at nrc and at the canadian 
universities were the major customers in 
the early days of the black brant program . 
later, nasa and the us Department of 
Defense (DoD) became customers, and 
production of black brant rocket motors 
and hardware for nasa continues to this 
day .   

a family of black brant rockets with 
various modifications have been 

What is a sounDing rocKet?
sounding rockets, sometimes called 

research rockets, take their name from 
the nautical term “to sound”, which 
means to take measurements . unlike 
orbital rockets, sounding rockets 
use their energy to achieve mission 
requirements and then return to earth . 
up to six minutes of weightlessness 
can be achieved from  sounding rocket 
trajectories .
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designed and developed during the past 
50 years . the bb12, which included the 
nihka motor as the fourth stage took 
place in 1988 and was the last complete 
black brant rocket developed to meet 
specific requirements for nasa . product 
improvements to the black brant rocket 
are an ongoing activity . 

black brant rockets have carried 
payloads of 70 to 850 kgs to an altitude 

of 150 to 1,500 kms (high above the 370 
km orbit of the international space 
station) . in addition to diagnostic and 
scientific payloads, Magellan has 
developed many rocket accessories for 
specific mission requirements . these 
include: the Despin system, Deployable 
nose fairings, interstage separation 
systems, payload recovery systems, 
Water recovery systems, and thrust 
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termination system and payload tether 
systems . knowledge and experience 
gained from the black brant program 
have been extended to many other 
Magellan products including the crv7 
rocket system, cl89 and cl289 
surveillance drones, the excalibur target 
system rocket motors, satellites and 
space shuttle payloads .

approximately 1,160 black brant rockets 
have been flown to-date; primarily from 
launch sites in churchill, Manitoba; 
Wallops island, virginia; White sands, new 
Mexico and poker flats, alaska . however, 
black brant rockets have also been flown 
from various other established ranges 
and temporary sites in remote locations 
such as vandenberg, california; kauai, 
hawaii;  cape parry and resolute bay, 
nWt; australia, brazil, france, greenland, 
kenya, norway, peru, sweden  and 
spain . in fact, the black brant rocket has 
been fired from every continent except 
antarctica, with a success rate of more 
than 98 per cent . Many of these launches 
were conducted or supported by bristol 
personnel and equipment . 

Magellan was the first non-us recipient 
of the nasa goddard’s contractor of 
excellence award and the continued 
use of the black brant rockets by nasa 
is a testimony to the reliability and cost 
effectiveness of this 50 year legacy 
product .

to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the 
first launch of a bristol-built black brant 
rocket, a celebration was held at the 
Magellan aerospace plant in Winnipeg 
on July 5, 2012 . 

at the event, Magellan aerospace’s vice 
president and general Manager, Don 
boitson, made a special presentation 
to commemorate the anniversary by 
donating a full scale black brant v rocket 
to the Manitoba Museum . the rocket will 
be an exhibit in their new science gallery . 

“We are delighted to entrust this black 
brant v rocket to the Manitoba Museum . 
We know that the Museum is the perfect 
place to display the black brant rocket 
for the enjoyment of Manitobans 
today and for future generations . the 
black brant is an important piece of 
Manitoba’s heritage and showcases one 
of Manitoba’s significant contributions 
to the field of rocketry and to space 
science,” he said .  

the black brant rocket is science at its 
best in Manitoba, and a significant part of 
our province’s science and engineering 
history .


